In gated radiation therapy (gRT), due to residual motion, beam delivery is intended to irradiate not only the true extent of disease, but also neighboring normal tissues. It is desired that the delivery covers the true extent (i.e. clinical target volume or CTV) as a minimum, although target moves under dose delivery. The objectives of our study are to validate if the intended dose is surely delivered to the true target in gRT and to quantitatively understand the trend of dose delivery on it and neighboring normal tissues when gating window (GW), motion amplitude (MA), and CTV size changes. To fulfill the objectives, experimental and computational studies have been designed and performed. A custom-made phantom with rectangle-and pyramid-shaped targets (CTVs) on a moving platform was scanned for four-dimensional imaging. Various GWs were selected and image integration was performed to generate targets (internal target volume or ITV) for planning that included the CTVs and internal margins (IM). The planning was done conventionally for the rectangle target and IMRT optimization was done for the pyramid target. Dose evaluation was then performed on a diode array aligned perpendicularly to the gated beams through measurements and computational modeling of dose delivery under motion. This study has quantitatively demonstrated and analytically interpreted the impact of residual motion including penumbral broadening for both targets, perturbed but secured dose coverage on the CTV, and significant doses delivered in the neighboring normal tissues. Dose volume histogram analyses also demonstrated and interpreted the trend of dose coverage: for ITV, it increased as GW or MA decreased or CTV size increased; for IM, it increased as GW or MA decreased; for the neighboring normal tissue, opposite trend to that of IM was observed. This study has provided a clear understanding on the impact of the residual motion and proved that if breathing is reproducible gRT is secure despite discontinuous delivery and target motion. The procedures and computational model can be used for commissioning, routine quality assurance, and patient-specific validation of gRT. More work needs to be done for patient-specific dose reconstruction on CT images.
Introduction
When a clinical target volume (CTV) is located within a moving part of a patient, gated radiation therapy (gRT) is pursued, that employs a finite phase window. The window typically incorporates multiple phases of the moving cycle of breathing, which is thus associated with residual motion. [1] [2] [3] Multiple CTVs corresponding to the multiple phases within the window form an internal target volume (ITV), when added together. 4) This ITV geometrically includes the true CTV and normal tissue components, due to motion and phase changes within the window, which otherwise without motion is encompassed by the CTV only.
A treatment plan is optimized on the ITV and as a result beam delivery is performed to irradiate not only the CTV, but also the normal tissues that were incorporated into the ITV.
Then, we believe that the quality assurance procedure for gRT verification can be reduced into (1) testing delivery that is as-suring the reproducibility of the determined radiation delivery from planning when the delivery is interrupted due to gating (i.e. time delay) and (2) testing dose deposition that is assuring dose coverage of the CTV within the ITV, while CTV is in motion (i.e. motion).
The first test involves measurement under gated condition, and can thus be straightforwardly performed. The second test is becomes a more clinical problem. As the same gating window set for planning is used for treatment, this test may then be related to assuring breathing reproducibility by comparing a portal image of a patient under setup with a digitally reconstructed radiograph from a treatment planning system (TPS). Such verification is recommended by AAPM TG 76.
1)
The above two steps in principle are sufficient for gRT validation, and if these are proven acceptable, then the intended dose will certainly be delivered to the target of concern.
However, there are practical limitations in visually validating gated RT in terms of image reproducibility, which motivates the quantitative verification of the delivery for quality assurance. Furthermore, we find it interesting as well as clinically necessary to understand in detail the trend of dose delivery on the CTV as well as the neighboring normal tissues, particularly when gating window (GW), motion amplitude (MA) and CTV size change. This becomes even more important, if the breathing is not reproducible between imaging and delivery, which is often possible due to base line shift and breathing pattern changes, 12) and thus how the dose was delivered needs to be reconstructed.
Several investigators have studied on the accuracy of gRT.
Among them, Kubo and Wang 5) have carried out the above task (1) and showed good agreement between intermittent-gated deliveries and non-gated continuous delivery of sample intensity-modulated fields based on dynamic multileaf collimator (MLC) operation. They also compared nongated delivery with gated delivery using a relatively small size of 9.4% as a gating window, and found out a little difference between dose delivered to film with no motion and that to film in motion.
This second part of their study belongs to the task (2), although the details of delivery to CTV were not investigated.
Hugo et al. 3) performed a similar study while using a variable gating window and concluded that the above difference is reduced by reducing the window size. Another study by this group 6) demonstrated the change of the planned distribution when delivered to a moving target. This fact was in fact mentioned as dose fuzziness by the prior study of Kubo and Wang. 5) This topic was evaluated or demonstrated by other groups. Li et al. 7) have shown this through dose profile comparison in the direction of motion employing multiple gating windows. Dietrich et al. 8) have evaluated dose distribution in a plane placed perpendicularly to the direction of motion and also three-dimensionally through calculation of dose volume histogram. Nelms et al. 9) has demonstrated this on a plane perpendicular to the beam. Unlike the previous two studies by the group of Hugo et al. 3, 6) , Duan et al. 10 ) have investigated the above task (1) on a stationary phantom while gating was triggered by a moving platform. The difference between gated and non-gated delivery was as high as 3.7% in point dose and 3 mm in isodose shift.
None of the aforementioned studies has investigated the dose delivery following the specification of the task (2).
Therefore, our work primarily aims at explicit dose evaluation on CTV under the impact of residual motion through measurement as well as computational modeling suitably designed and performed in a direction parallel to the direction of motion.
Furthermore, our work additionally evaluates dose coverage in neighboring normal tissues to CTV, internal margins (IM), and ITV as GW, MA and CTV size change. This was not clearly investigated in the past.
Materials and Methods

Experimental method
Two simplistic targets (CTV) consisting of pyramid (with steps) and rectangular cavities were shown in Fig. 1 . The phantom with these cavities was placed on a moving platform (Standard Imaging Inc., Middleton, WI) and scanned on a four-dimensional CT (GE light speed) while the motion was coordinated by the Varian RPM device (Fig. 2) . Then the phantom profile in the direction of moving will be pyramid and rectangular shaped, respectively. The scan interval was set at 2.5 mm.
During scanning, the platform traveled over the distance of 4 cm periodically during the period of 4.5 seconds. Images was acquired and phase-sorted. Gating windows of 30-to-70%, Small metallic balls (in the middle of the blue circles) were placed in the mid distance of each target in the direction of motion. The two targets were hollow volumes drilled within a 5 cm-thick flat phantom. The pyramid shape has two steps (mutually symmetric) in horizontal direction. Each step is 2 cm-wide and 2 cm-deep (width is in horizontal direction indicated by arrows; depth is toward the paper). So, the entire width is 6 cm and the maximum depth at the center is 4 cm. The rectangular hole is 3 cm wide horizontally and 3 cm deep. The vertical dimension for both was 5 cm.
Fig. 2.
Flat phantom and a moving platform used for scanning. The reflective marker was laid on the top surface of the phantom which was placed on top of the platform with hollow target cavities facing the platform. Metallic balls were placed outside the phantom at the same imaging slice position of those placed within the pyramid target. The laser was aligned to the balls prior to moving the platform for scanning. The platform is currently at the maximum exhale position or the lowest position in a sinusoidal cycle of breathing and the movement is toward right-hand side. and 40-to-60% were then selected and images in the two windows were integrated forming target images. Note that 0%
corresponds to the point of maximum inhale and 50% corresponds to that of maximum exhale. These target images incorporated the CTV and internal margin (IM) due to its motion (i.e. ITV). They were contoured and transferred to a XIO TPS together with scanned images (CMS, Inc., St. Louis, MO, US).
IMRT and conventional beams were designed for the rectangular and pyramid ITVs, respectively, in TPS. Full planning was not attempted, but simplistic beams were designed to achieve the objective of this study. The IMRT beam was prepared by iteratively programming the MLC sequence file of concern and determining MLC position and beamlet weight that generated a pyramid-shape dose distribution where a 50 cGy isodose line covers the lateral limit of the pyramid ITV, in orange color, and a 80 cGy isodose line covers the lateral peak of the higher step of the ITV (see Fig. 3 ). The beam was posteriorly incident to compose such distribution. The assumption and expectation here is that the CTV (in white color in were also used to irradiate the array under motion with the above two gating windows, travel distance and period (Fig. 4) .
The array was used with double precision (5 mm interval between measurement points), to achieve the objective of this study.
Measured dose profiles were obtained and comparatively evaluated (with vs. without motion) with the objectives of confirming the dose delivery to the CTV and investigating dose distributed around the neighboring areas.
Computational method
In order to understand and evaluate the impact of motion on the delivered dose profile and volumetric dose, computational modeling was carried out. 
from     which is measured (cumulative) dose over the period of irradiation between (min) and (max). Dose in moving diodes can be calculated by
where the distance  is defined in a moving coordinate system (in the plane of moving diodes). Note that the two dimension variables and the phase and the dimension variables are interrelated by eq. (3).
where α is the amplitude of the breathing cycle and c is a constant scaling the difference between the "vertical" amplitude α and the lateral amount of travel of the diodes cα.
The second term in the right-hand side of eq. (3), when c is one, is the vertical travel distance of the marker as a function of , as described in Fig. 5a . As c assumes some number, the second term becomes the amount of travel in equation ( This is explained by dose smearing due to residual motion.
Results and Discussions
Although not shown here, we have observed that as the window has increased, the amount of penumbral broadening and normal tissue coverage has increased. The validation of a computational model in the experimental study has offered provided Fig. 8 through 11 . Fig. 8 shows a simulated profile (NM) that was made to encompass the exact size of the ITV created for the rectangular phantom of 3-cm width. The CTV-to-ITV extension was calculated based on the sinusoidal and V patterns using the 40-to-60% window, and 0.8 and 1.2 cm, respectively, were added to the initial 3 cm.
The profile for CTV was made to justly cover the geometrical extent of the CTV. These two profiles, NM and CTV, consist of a highest-dose gradient in penumbral regions, and were assumed to simplify the analysis of this problem. The profile M_s due to the residual motion within the above window
shows the decreasing trend of dose as the distances moves away from the CTV. This is due to the penumbral broadening (not assumed to vary). So, the amount of volume that receives radiation increased as MA increased. Fig. 10 shows similar findings because the increase of GW while both MA and CTV size was fixed at 3 cm has the similar impact to that of MA. ) can assist.
Conclusion
This study through experiments and computations has explicitly investigated and analytically interpreted the impact of residual motion on CTV and neighboring normal tissues.
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